Since setting up our junior doctor clinical audit and QI competitions in 2010 we have been asked many, many times why we don’t offer a similar competition for nurses? We were hoping other agencies would step into the void and take up the challenge, especially given the widespread agreement that it is vital to identify real-world practical examples of best practice and share these. We are delighted to announce that in 2019, to coincide with our 10th junior doctor competition, we are stepping up to the plate.

Entry forms are now available from the Clinical Audit Support Centre (CASC) website and entries must be received by the 2 August 2019. Shortlisting will be carried out in August with all finalists notified by the 30 August 2019. The poster competition will be judged as part of Clinical Audit Awareness Week (25-29 November 2019).

The competition
Entry forms are now available from the Clinical Audit Support Centre (CASC) website and entries must be received by the 2 August 2019. Shortlisting will be carried out in August with all finalists notified by the 30 August 2019. The poster competition will be judged as part of Clinical Audit Awareness Week (25-29 November 2019).

Who is eligible?
The competition is eligible to ALL nursing professionals. Entrants can submit a maximum of one entry for the audit competition and one for the QI stream. All projects must be recent, i.e. commenced no later than 2018. Projects must be led by a nurse to qualify, as defined by an NMC member [but can incorporate the wider multi-disciplinary team].

How to get involved...
Further details of both competitions are available via the CASC website and further details will regularly be tweeted via @cascleicester from May 2019. Entry forms need to be submitted by 2 August 2019 and all entries must conform to the maximum word count [750 words]. Entries forms provide full details of how to get involved.